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PURPOSE. We determined whether the minimum intensity (MI) of the optical coherence
tomography (OCT) A-scans within the retina can predict locations of growth at the margin of
geographic atrophy (GA) and the growth rate outside the margin.
METHODS. The OCT scans were analyzed at baseline and 52 weeks. Expert graders manually
segmented OCT images of GA. The 52-week follow-up scans were registered to the baseline
scan coordinates for comparison. The OCT MI values were studied within a 180-lm margin
around the boundary of GA at baseline. Baseline MI values were compared in areas of
progression and nonprogression of the GA, and sensitivity and specificity were assessed for
prediction of growth at the margin. Average MI values in the margins were compared to
overall growth rates to evaluate the prediction of growth outside the margins.
RESULTS. A statistically significant increase in MI (P < 0.05) was seen in areas of growth in 21/
24 cases (88%), and 22/24 cases (92%) when the foveal subfield was excluded. Locations of
growth within the margins at 52 weeks were predicted with 61% sensitivity and 61%
specificity. The MI values correlated significantly with overall growth rate, and high and low
growth rate subjects were identified with 80% sensitivity and 64% specificity.
CONCLUSIONS. The MI may be increased at the margins of GA lesions before enlargement, which
may indicate disruption or atrophy of the photoreceptors in these areas before GA becomes
apparent. Increased MI may help predict areas of enlargement of GA, and may relate to overall
growth rate and be a useful screening tool for GA. (ClinicalTrials.gov number, NCT00935883.)
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he appearance of geographic atrophy (GA) related to agerelated macular degeneration (AMD) is characterized by a
loss of photoreceptors, retinal pigment epithelium, and
choriocapillaris, but it is not known whether the loss of one
of these features consistently precedes the others. Typically, GA
lesions first will appear parafoveally, proceed to encircle the
fovea to a large extent, and then progress into the fovea.1,2
Since the area of GA is associated with a scotoma corresponding to the location of the atrophy, the ability to identify the
location of future progression of GA may help determine the
risk of central vision loss and help assess whether potential
therapies can prevent or slow the progression of atrophy.
Identifying anatomic changes that precede the expansion of GA
also may be useful in identifying lesions that grow faster than
others and help in stratifying subjects with higher growth rates
for studies evaluating new treatments for GA.
Spectral domain optical coherence tomography (OCT) can
be used to image and measure GA.3,4 Several studies have used
OCT to describe a wide spectrum of morphologic alterations
that appear within the atrophic area, as well as within the
surrounding retinal tissue.5–9 A common finding within the
atrophic lesions is the absence of the ONL, as well as OCT
bands corresponding to anatomic layers, including the external
limiting membrane, inner segment/outer segment (IS/OS)
junction, and the RPE/Bruch’s membrane complex.8 SchmitzValckenberg et al.10 compared the fundus autofluorescence

(FAF) and OCT appearance of eyes with GA, and showed that
the mean length of an atrophic lesion measured on the FAF
image had the closest agreement with the appearance of
choroidal hyperreflectivity on the OCT B-scan, and the
reduction of the FAF signal seen from GA is correlated spatially
with the abrupt transition on the OCT B-scan from a
hyporeflective choroid to a hyperreflective choroid. This
increased penetration of light below Bruch’s membrane
presumably is due to the loss of the RPE and choriocapillaris.4,7
Sayegh et al.11 also showed that the area of choroidal signal
enhancement on the OCT B-scans correlated well with the
hypofluorescent area measured on FAF.4
As seen in OCT B-scan images, the enlargement of GA is
characterized by the progressive loss of the outer hyperreflective bands corresponding with the RPE/Bruch’s membrane complex and by thinning of the ONL with subsequent
approach of the outer plexiform layer toward Bruch’s
membrane. There appears to be a high degree of variability in
how the borders of GA change, as seen from OCT B-scans, both
when comparing different locations along the border of GA in a
given eye and across different patients.9
Spectral domain OCT imaging also can provide en face
images of GA that complement the B-scan cross-sectional
images. These images are generated by summing the signal of
each of the A-scans and viewing their relative values en
face.7,12,13 In this en face view, the GA appears as a bright area
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due to the increased penetration of light into the highly
reflective choroid in areas where atrophy has occurred in the
macula. This imaging of GA correlates well with the GA
appreciated on clinical examination, fundus photography, and
autofluorescence imaging.3,4 This current study uses a
relatively new approach for imaging GA, introduced in the
Cirrus Advanced RPE Analysis, known as the Sub-RPE Slab,
which creates the en face image only from the light reflected
from beneath the RPE. By using only the light that penetrates
into the choroid, the Sub-RPE Slab has higher contrast at the
borders of GA and the GA appears more distinct.14
The appearance and progression of GA has been studied
extensively using reflectance fundus photography,2,15 FAF,16
and OCT.3 These imaging strategies have provided some clues
regarding the appearance and progression of GA. Reflectance
imaging has identified drusen, hyperpigmentation, and reticular pseudodrusen as risk factors for the appearance and
progression of GA.17–21 Autofluorescence imaging has identified different hyperautofluorescence patterns of the RPE, and
these patterns have been associated with different growth
characteristics of GA.6,22–24 The OCT has identified subretinal
drusenoid deposits, and abnormalities of the RPE and
photoreceptors at the margins of GA that may be associated
with the expansion of GA.6–10,25 However, none of these
imaging strategies have predicted reliably the specific areas in
the macula where GA is likely to appear or predicted the
specific pattern of GA growth over a given interval of time. To
help predict where GA is likely to appear and grow,
investigators have relied on functional testing of the retina.17
The loss of photoreceptors away from the edge of GA has
been identified histopathologically, and dysfunctional photoreceptors have been detected away from the edge of GA using
electrophysiology and microperimetry threshold testing.17
Microperimetry has detected photoreceptor abnormalities
even before GA develops, and this strategy also can predict
the area where existing GA likely will progress.26–32 These
histopathologic, electrophysiologic, and microperimetric findings in eyes with GA, along with the early visual function
deficits and symptoms observed in patients even before GA
develops,33 suggest that photoreceptor dysfunction precedes
the appearance and progression of GA in some eyes.
The structural disruption of the photoreceptors distant
from the margin of GA lesions also may be observed using OCT.
Nunes et al.34 describe cases in the same study dataset used
here, where disruption of the IS/OS boundary was found to
extend at varying distances from the margins of the GA and
was related to the subsequent area of progression.
In this study, we used a different analysis of the OCT data to
visualize photoreceptor disruption. We examined the lowest
image intensity from each A-scan within the retina, the
minimum intensity (MI). In normal areas of retina, the darkest
part of each OCT A-scan nearly always lies within the outer
nuclear layer (ONL) or Henle fiber layer (HFL), which contain
photoreceptor cell bodies and axons. In the presence of
certain pathologies, though, the reflectivity of these layers may
be altered (Dupas B, et al. IOVS 2010;51:ARVO E-Abstract 924).
The reflectivity of these normally dark layers often becomes
slightly elevated in the vicinity of focal pathology. Changes in
the MI previously were found often to represent abnormalities
in the reflectivity and integrity of the ONL and HFL (Soudry S,
et al. IOVS 2011;52:ARVO E-Abstract 4799). In previous work,
we also found that MI was increased significantly in areas of
future growth at the margin of GA (Stetson PF, et al. IOVS
2012;53:ARVO E-Abstract 2047). This study seeks to confirm
those findings at the 52-week follow-up, and to examine
whether the elevated reflectivity of those layers might predict
the appearance and progression of GA, locally and globally.
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METHODS
Subjects and Acquisition
Patients with GA measuring from 1.25 to 18 mm2 were enrolled
prospectively. To be enrolled in this study, patients had to have
at least one eye with GA measuring from 1.25 to 18 mm2, with
unifocal or multifocal GA lesions contained within a 6 3 6 mm
area centered on the fovea. Enrollment also required a visual
acuity of 20/63 or better (60 letters) as measured using a
standard visual acuity testing protocol with the Early Treatment
Diabetic Retinopathy Study chart at 4 m. Patients were excluded
from the study if the study eye demonstrated areas of
peripapillary atrophy communicating with the area of macular
atrophy. Patients also were excluded if the study eye presented
any sign or history of choroidal neovascularization, or any
confounding ocular conditions, such as retinal detachment,
severe nonproliferative or proliferative diabetic retinopathy,
retinal vascular occlusion, macular edema, evidence of inherited
retinal degeneration, and a history of pars plana vitrectomy. The
study was approved by the institutional review board of the
University of Miami Miller School of Medicine and conducted in
accordance with the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. Each
patient gave consent after being informed about the nature and
possible consequences of the study.
The OCT imaging was acquired at baseline and 52 weeks,
using a Cirrus HD-OCT (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Inc., Dublin, CA), a
spectral domain OCT device with an axial resolution of 5 lm
and a scanning rate of 27,000 A-scans per second. Data also
were acquired at 13 and 26 weeks, but those time points were
not used for this study. All scans were performed by a single
research technician on a single instrument, who assessed the
quality of the scan during its acquisition. All scans were
performed after dilation of the patient’s pupil. The 200 3 200
scan pattern was used, covering a 6 3 6 mm area centered
roughly on the fovea with A-scans separated by 30 lm
vertically and horizontally. Attempts were made to obtain five
good scans for each eye in each session; however, low-quality
scans with signal strength less than 7, and scans with severe
motion artifacts were discarded and repeated whenever
possible. All measurements were made from a single scan
with good signal strength and without motion artifacts.

Data Analysis
Segmentation of GA From Sub-RPE OCT Projection
Images. Prototype algorithms used for the Cirrus HD-OCT
were used to segment the inner limiting membrane (ILM) and
RPE, and to perform a robust polynomial fit to the RPE
segmentation. The GA was visualized using a Sub-RPE Slab,
developed for the Cirrus Advanced RPE Analysis, formed by
axially projecting the OCT image data from a region below the
robust RPE Fit (Fig. 1). The region extends from 65 to 400 lm
below the RPE Fit. Image processing was used to reduce noise
and suppress the appearance of the choroidal vasculature. This
shows the area of GA by the presence of areas of increased
illumination below the RPE14 (Lee BW, et al. IOVS 2011;52:ARVO E-Abstract 142).
The Sub-RPE Slab images were exported as a 200 3 200–
pixel bitmap file to a CintiQ WACOM digitizing tablet (WACOM
Corp., Vancouver, WA), and two expert graders manually drew
the boundaries of the GA (Fig. 2). Comparing these two results,
a consensus image was generated. In the cases in which the
two graders could not reach an agreement on the outlines of
the GA, a third senior grader (PJR) outlined the lesion and this
was used for the analysis. The segmentation of each lesion was
performed independently for the baseline and follow-up scans.
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FIGURE 2. Manual segmentation of subretinal pigment epithelium slab
images. (A) Image derived from baseline OCT scan. (B) Image derived
from OCT scan performed after 52 weeks.
FIGURE 1. Subretinal pigment epithelium slab image. Axial integration
highlights areas of illumination below the RPE.

Pixel areas were converted to square millimeters using the
same fixed ratio established by the OCT instrument (36 mm2/
40,000 pixels). The growth rate of GA was measured using the
square root transformation strategy described by Yehoshua et
al.,3 which has a lower dependency on lesion size than simply
measuring the change in lesion area.
After segmentation, the results from the 52-week scans
were mapped into the coordinates of the baseline scan using
rigid transformation. The transformed results were reviewed to
ensure that no misregistration of more than 100 lm occurred
within 250 lm of the GA lesions.
Construction of the MI Image. The MI projection is a
noninvasive en face imaging technique developed for OCT by
Carl Zeiss Meditec, Inc.35 The principle of the technique is to
find the minimum of the speckle-reduced image along each Ascan between the ILM and RPE. Previous works on medical
image processing have described the general principles of the
MI projection.36–38 In our study, the OCT scan first was
segmented using the ILM and RPE algorithms used in the Cirrus
system. The images were smoothed slightly to reduce the
variation due to speckle. Each A-scan then was analyzed to find
the darkest pixel between the ILM and RPE boundaries for that
location. These darkest pixels from each A-scan in the 3-D
image volume then were collected into a two-dimensional en
face image called a Minimum-Intensity Projection (Fig. 3). Since
this image originally consists of mostly dim pixels, the
brightness and contrast are increased, and an estimate of
variation in illumination is applied to reduce the effects of
shadowing from opacities overlying the retina.
If an intraretinal or subretinal cyst contains no blood or
other scattering material, the fluid reflectivity will be much
lower than that of the surrounding tissue, and it will appear as
a dark spot in the MI image. In normal areas of retina, the MI
lies within the ONL/HFL nearly all of the time, and it appears
gray in the MI image (Fig. 3). In the presence of certain
pathologies, though, the reflectivity of the ONL/HFL may be
increased. This can be observed in the OCT B-scans, and the
increased MI generally becomes quite apparent in the en face
visualization of the MI data as a lighter region than the
surrounding gray background.
Statistical Analysis of the MI Values at the Margin of
GA. The MI values were studied within a margin of 180 lm
around the boundary of GA in the baseline scans (Figs. 4, 5).
This margin width was chosen to give comparable numbers of
pixels with progression and nonprogression, not necessarily
for a particular case, but for the full set of cases. The 180-lm
margin was not completely covered by GA at 52 weeks in any
of the cases. Because smoothing of adjacent pixels was applied
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to the MI image, every second sample in the vertical and
horizontal directions was excluded from the analysis to
eliminate that smoothing as a source of correlation between
sample points.
Analyzing each eye separately, MI values in areas with
progression of GA over the 52-week follow-up period were
compared using a 1-sided t-test (ttest2, MATLAB; Mathworks,
Natick, MA) with MI values from areas that did not progress,
yielding for each eye a P value that indicated the significance of
increase in MI for the areas that later progressed to GA. Since
the fovea often was observed to exhibit a low MI even in areas
of GA, a second analysis was performed, in which data within
500 lm of the foveal center were excluded. For this step,
foveas were located using the fovea finding algorithm
employed by the Cirrus system.39,40
Since image intensity varies from scan to scan, comparison
of MI values among different scans requires the comparison to
be gauged relative to the values within each scan. The
relationship in MI between the lesions and their surroundings
is fairly consistent, so for these purposes the value of the MI at
each pixel was assessed relative to the values inside and
outside of the boundaries of the GA lesions for each case:
MIrelative ¼ ðMI  Moutside Þ=ðMinside  Moutside Þ
where Minside and Moutside represent the mean values of MI
observed inside and outside the boundaries of the GA lesions
for the MI en face image from that case, with the boundaries of
the GA being determined from the sub-RPE slab en face image
from that same OCT scan.
To assess the ability to predict growth at a specific location
in the margin by thresholding the MI image, a receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) analysis was performed, analyzing locations of progression and nonprogression with their
values of MIrelative. Because the MI often is decreased at the
fovea, this analysis also was repeated with the 1-mm diameter
circle around the foveal center excluded.
To assess the ability to predict the rate of growth outside
the margin, the mean value of MIrelative within the 180-lm
margin of the GA lesions was calculated, and these mean values
for all the subjects were correlated with the observed 52-week
changes in the square root of the lesion area. This square root–
area growth rate has been shown previously to be less sensitive
than the area growth rate to differences in baseline lesion
area.3 To assess the ability to distinguish between subjects with
high and low growth rates, the subjects also were separated
into high- and low-MI groups, based on whether the mean
MIrelative within the 180-lm margin was greater or lower than
0.5, in other words, based on whether the mean MI at the
margin was closer to that of the GA lesions or their
surroundings. We then calculated the sensitivity and specificity
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FIGURE 3. Construction of the MI image. (A) The same baseline OCT scan that was used for the subretinal pigment epithelium slab in Figure 2A was
used to identify minima (red circles) from each speckle-reduced B-scan. (B) The minimum intensities were assembled into an en face image.
Contrast of the en face image was enhanced.

of whether the high- and low-MI groups exhibited above- and
below-average growth rates, respectively. The growth-rate
analyses also were performed with and without data from
the 1-mm diameter foveal circle.
A prototype segmentation was applied to the images to
identify areas of increased MI. This algorithm approximates the
histogram of the image grayscale levels as that of the sum of
two Gaussian distributions, then defines a grayscale threshold
between the peaks of those two Gaussian distributions. After
the MI image was thresholded, patches smaller than a circle of

radius 4 pixels (0.12 mm) were removed from the result. This
algorithm was not used for quantitative analysis, but rather to
observe relationships between increased MI and the retinal
structure seen in the B-scans (Figs. 6, 7).

RESULTS
There were 24 eyes from 24 patients enrolled. The mean GA
square root area at baseline was 2.0 mm (SD, 0.78), and after 1
year, the annual growth rate of GA in these study eyes was 0.4

FIGURE 4. Extraction of MI values from areas of progression and nonprogression at the edge of GA. (A) MI image from the initial baseline scan, with
the area of GA at baseline outlined in red. The GA segmentation was obtained from the baseline scan sub-RPE slab. (B) The yellow line depicts the
180-lm perimeter around the baseline perimeter of the GA segmentation (red). The red and yellow contours enclose the area to be analyzed. (C)
The area of GA at 52-week follow-up is outlined in green. The segmentation of the 52-week sub-RPE slab was registered to the position of the initial
baseline scan. (D) Areas of 52-week progression (red) and nonprogression (black) are found within the 180-lm perimeter of the baseline GA
segmentation. Pixels are downsampled by 2 in each direction to eliminate statistical dependence due to smoothing of adjacent pixels.
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FIGURE 5. Histogram of normalized baseline MIs within 180 lm of edge of GA from baseline scan for a typical case. While there is a large overlap
between the MIs of the areas within the 180-lm border region that later progressed to GA and of those that did not, on the whole there was
significant increase (P < 0.01) for this eye in areas that later progressed to GA.

FIGURE 6. Example of an en face MI image from baseline OCT scan, with selected B-scan showing locations of minima, area of increased MI at
baseline, area of GA at baseline, and area of GA at 52-week follow-up. (A) En face OCT MI image. Red outline indicates GA segmentation determined
using sub-RPE slab from this same OCT data volume. Green outline indicates GA segmentation determined using sub-RPE slab from 52-week followup OCT scan, registered into coordinates of the scan shown here. Light blue outline indicates region of increased MI determined by thresholding
the MI image. Red dashed line indicates location of selected B-scan. (B) Speckle-reduced B-scan, zoomed vertically. Points of increased MI
(determined by thresholding the en-face MI image) in light blue; points of normal MI in dark blue. Red bracket indicates the GA segmentation
determined using sub-RPE slab from this same OCT data volume. Green bracket indicates the registered GA segmentation from the 52-week followup scan. In this example, the region of increased MI includes the region of 52-week progression and slightly beyond. In this B-scan, all minima that
occur above the ONL and HFL, indicating disruption of those layers, are contained within the region of increased MI.
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FIGURE 7. En face MI image from baseline OCT scan, with selected B-scan. (A) En face OCT MI image, showing that the MI at the fovea is lower than
that of the surrounding area of GA. See Figure 6 for descriptions of color coding. (B) Speckle-reduced B-scan, zoomed vertically.

mm/y (SD, 0.24). All the scans at the 52-week follow-up could
be well-registered to the baseline scans, so no scans needed to
be excluded.
Nearly every case showed a statistically significant difference between the MI seen in areas of future progression and
the MI in areas that did not progress. The MI was significantly
higher (P < 0.05) in areas of growth in 21/24 cases (88%), and
when the foveal subfield was excluded, in 22/24 cases (92%).
Although statistically different mean values were seen for
areas of progression and nonprogression, there still was
substantial overlap in the intensity distributions in these areas.

This overlap was evident in the ROC analysis for predicting
progression at specific locations, shown in Figure 8, as a low
sensitivity and specificity of 61%. Figure 8 also shows that
excluding the fovea had little effect on the ability to predict
growth at specific locations.
When the fovea was included in the analysis, correlation of
MI values with overall growth rate (Fig. 9) was not significantly
greater than zero (q ¼ 0.35, P > 0.05). When excluding the
fovea, though, MI values correlated significantly with overall
growth rate (q ¼ 0.47, P < 0.05). Subjects with a root-area
growth rate above the average for our sample were identified

FIGURE 8. Analysis of sensitivity and specificity of the MI prediction of growth within the 180-lm border region at 52 weeks. The ROC curve plots
true positive fraction (sensitivity) versus false positive fraction (1  specificity) for the full range of possible threshold values. Here we plot the true
positive and false positive fractions resulting from the range of thresholds on MIrelative, the average MI in the 180-lm margin measured relative to the
average minimum intensities found in the lesion and background regions. (A) Using all data, including the fovea, a threshold value of 0.50 (indicated
by red circle), predicted locations of growth with 61% sensitivity and 61% specificity. (B) Excluding the fovea from the analysis still gave 61%
sensitivity and 61% specificity at a threshold value of 0.50.
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FIGURE 9. Scatterplots of overall growth rate versus relative MI
(MIrelative) at the margin of GA. (A) Scatterplot including foveal data. (B)
Scatterplot excluding foveal data.

with 70% sensitivity and 57% specificity when foveal regions
were included in the analysis, but with 80% sensitivity and 64%
specificity when the foveal regions were excluded (Fig. 10).
Review of B-scans (examples shown in Figs. 6, 7) demonstrated that increased MI typically corresponds with hyperreflectivity in the ONL/HFL, or atrophy of this layer, in which case
the minimum is located in more reflective retinal layers.

DISCUSSION
En face visualization of the minimum OCT intensities
surrounding GA showed that an increased MI extended for
varying distances beyond the margins of GA. Since the
photoreceptor ONL and HFL have the lowest reflectivity in
the normal retina for the wavelengths of light used in OCT, an
increase in the MI would suggest that disruptions within those
layers extend beyond the margins of the GA lesions. Although
the ONL and HFL appear disrupted, inspection of the OCT Bscans showed that these layers still are present in these areas at
the margin of the GA.
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FIGURE 10. Scatterplots of overall growth rate versus relative MI
(MIrelative) at the margin of GA for groups separated into above- and
below-average growth rates. Green regions indicate areas of correct
prediction, where MIrelative > 0.5 corresponded to an above-average
growth rate or MIrelative < 0.5 corresponded to a below-average growth
rate; white regions indicate areas of incorrect prediction. Large
numbers indicate the number of subjects in each region. (A)
Scatterplot including foveal data. (B) Scatterplot excluding foveal data.

Since the MI generally is found within the ONL/HFL in areas
of normal retina, an increase in MI is equivalent to an increase
in the intensity of the ONL and HFL. In those areas of increased
MI, identifying the layer where the minimum is located is not
necessary simply to know that the ONL/HFL is exhibiting an
abnormally elevated reflectivity. This elevated reflectivity
presumably is due to some disruption of the photoreceptors
at that location.
The GA had a slight tendency to grow into areas of
increased MI rather than grow uniformly around the border of
the GA. For approximately 90% of the subjects studied, the MI
was significantly higher in areas of progression than it was in
areas of nonprogression. Because the difference was small
compared to the variation in MI within each type of region,
though, there was a low sensitivity and specificity of prediction
of localized areas of lesion growth.
A different behavior of the MI often was observed near the
fovea, where the layers of the outer retina are thicker than they
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are elsewhere (Fig. 7). Even inside a lesion of GA, the MI of the
overlying tissue often was darker than that of the surrounding
tissue. It is not known whether this is related to the
progression of the GA. To separate this effect from the
observations of the surrounding retina, analyses were performed with and without the data within 500 lm of the foveal
center. This did not, however, affect the sensitivity and
specificity of the prediction of locations of lesion growth.
Although it has been observed that photoreceptor loss
occurs frequently outside the border of GA, the enlargement
of GA as observed from OCT B-scans can vary greatly even at
different points along the margin of the same lesion.7 While
an increase in MI appears to be associated with progression of
GA, the weakness of the prediction at specific points may be
related to the varied nature of the structural changes seen at
the margin of GA. Although there appears to be a general
tendency for photoreceptor disruption as depicted by MI to
precede the appearance of GA, and to do so in nearly all
patients, this does not appear to be uniformly true at all
points along the margin of a lesion. Because of the varied
nature of GA progression, even within a single lesion, a single
metric may be unlikely to provide a comprehensive indicator
of progression. The approach described here might be best
used in conjunction with other characteristics, such as
autofluorescence patterns, lesion topology, analysis of the
deformation of the retinal layers, or another analysis of OCT
reflectivity.
Another question addressed here is whether OCT can be
used to identify patients who demonstrate rapid progression of
GA. When the foveal subfield was excluded from the analysis of
data at the margin, the subjects with above-average growth
rates were identified with good sensitivity and low specificity.
A generally increased MI at the margin of the GA could be a
possible sign of overall disruption of the photoreceptors. This
technique could be applied to the stratification of patient
populations for drug studies.
Potential sources of error in this study included registration
errors and segmentation errors. The registration of the baseline
and follow-up scans was critical to determining the areas of
progression and nonprogression of GA at the margin of the
baseline segmentation. Due to patient motion during the scan,
there may be abrupt shifts between adjacent B-scans that would
prevent perfect registration. The registrations were checked
manually to ensure that all the visible retinal landmarks were
aligned within 100 lm. If the motion is assumed to be random
then no consistent bias should be introduced by the possible
presence of small errors, although the uncertainty in position
could decrease the sensitivity and specificity of prediction of
progression at specific locations. In addition to registration
errors, some variability was introduced by possible inconsistencies in the manual segmentation due to image variability and
the independent segmentation decisions for the baseline and
follow-up scans. We expect that these errors would occur in
both directions and that the net effect of these errors did not
introduce a consistent bias. If the segmentations had tended to
be consistently more conservative at one of the time points and
more generous at the other, this could have a biasing effect;
however, in our previous study (Stetson PF, et al. IOVS
2012;53:ARVO E-Abstract 2047), the same results also were
seen whether the currently used baseline or the 13-week time
point was used as a baseline. Since any biases in the initial
baseline would have had a reversed effect on the results using
the 13-week baseline, this ensures that the initial baseline did
not contain biases large enough to affect the results. Since our
results at 52 weeks compared to that initial baseline were
consistent with the findings at 13 weeks compared to that
initial baseline, we also can infer that the 52-week segmentations did not exhibit significant biases.
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While this study did provide evidence to suggest that
disruption of the ONL/HFL can predict the growth and
progression of GA, the size of this study is small and additional
patients are needed to determine the potential of this method
for patient screening. Other future studies may look at the
possibility of predicting the emergence of new lesions outside
the margin of current lesions, whether the occurrence of
decreased MI at the fovea also is related to GA progression,
whether the relative depth of the minimum may have
predictive power, and a comparison of patterns of GA with
patterns of increased MI in healthier fellow eyes. Since the data
in this study were limited to GA lesions contained within a 6 3
6 mm area around the fovea, it has not been determined
whether the area of elevated MI continues to enlarge as the GA
grows or if there is a limit to the area of the hyperreflectivity.
These findings suggested that there is an increase in MI at
the margins of GA before enlargement and that this increase is
located preferentially in the areas where the growth took
place. This may indicate disruption or atrophy of the ONL and
HFL in these areas before GA becomes apparent. This new en
face imaging strategy suggests that the margin of GA where the
photoreceptor cell bodies are disrupted may be more likely to
progress to GA within one year of the time of imaging.
Furthermore, it shows potential as a sensitive method for
predicting the global severity of progression in individual
patients. As an objective indicator of photoreceptor cell
reflectivity changes, MI may prove useful as a predictor of
enlargement and may be a useful parameter to monitor in eyes
with dry AMD undergoing experimental therapies.
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